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This document is a white paper representing current and future developments of the Metarix platform, and its
ecosystem. This white paper is for information purpose only and should not be considered as an exact guiding
document depicting all future intent of the Metarix platform unless specified explicitly.
The subject, matter, and products enclosed in this white paper are currently under development and are not yet
deployed. Metarix makes no representations or warranties for successful implementation or development of such
technologies, innovation, and platform, or achievement of any other implementation or activities illustrated in the paper.
It further disclaims all the warranties implied by any law or legal authorities to the extent permitted by law. No person or
company is entitled to rely on the content and promises illustrated in this paper or any other inferences drawn from it,
which includes relation to any interactions with Metarix or the technologies elaborated in this white paper. The
information present in this publication is derived from data obtained through the sources which are believed by Metarix
to be reliable and is presented in good faith and forecasted as Metarix strongly believes in it, but with no warranties or
guarantees.
Contents of this paper regarding accuracy, completeness, or suitability of the information specified, are as per the
sources available at the time of its drafting and should be not relied on and shall not confer remedies or rights upon, by
holders of security, creditors, or other equity holders or any other person. Metarix disclaims all the liability for any
damage or loss of capital, interest, or property of any kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any
company or person acting on any information and opinions relating to Metarix, the platform, or our ecosystem
contained in this paper or any other information presented regarding any further inquiries.
Some images used in this document may be subjected to copyright but are pursuant to the fair use regulation. Any
opinion or illustration expressed in this paper reflects the current judgment of the author of this white-paper
publication and may not exactly represent the opinion of Metarix. The information reflected herein may change without
any prior notice. Metarix does not have any constraint to update, modify or ameliorate any projection, forecast, opinion,
or estimate set forth, or subsequent changes which make the data inaccurate.
Metarix, its directors, contractors, employees, or representatives do not have any liability or responsibility to any
recipient or person (whether by the negligence of misstatement or by Reason). Neither Metarix nor its advisors
independently take any guarantee of the information including projection, prospects, and forecasts presented in this
white paper. Each recipient or person is to rely solely on its investigation, knowledge, assessment, and judgment of the
matter which is subject of this publication and any other information which is made available via further inquiries or to
satisfy the accuracy of projections.
Whilst Metarix has made every effort to ensure the authenticity of the facts and forecasts made in this white paper. Any
forecast, projections, or plans mentioned in this white-paper publication may not be achieved due to several risk factors
like market volatility, legal or regulatory exposure, corporate actions, defects in technology development, unavailability
of information, and all other risks.
Metarix may provide the website’s hyperlinks of entities present in this whitepaper, though the inclusion of any link does
not imply that Metarix recommends, endorses, or approves any material on the linked website. Such linked websites
should be solely accessed at your own risk and Metarix does not accept any responsibility for any such material or
consequences of it.
This white paper is only available on and may not be reproduced, redistributed, or passed on to any other Entity. If you
are a citizen of a country where cryptocurrencies are restricted then please do not purchase Metarix tokens. Please
check with your legal advisor before any investment. We are not liable for any country’s law if citizens are not abiding by
it. The distribution of this white paper may be restricted by regulations or laws in certain countries.
By accessing this white-paper publication, the recipient agrees to be bound with the foregoing limitations.

Metarix is a globally operational Metaverse

entertainment, construct, own, and monetize

platform to revolutionize the virtual world

their Metaverse experiences.

and provide an interesting and satisfying
experience to a huge number of people.

Metarix visions a stupendous future where
people can have the freedom to connect and

Our major purpose as a Metaverse platform is

create in a breathtaking virtual environment.

to deliver secure and sustainable solutions to

Through

all crypto and NFT fans, artists, and other

blockchain technology, it dreams to innovate

diverse users.

the life of creators and grant them access to the

The platform will serve as a hub for a variety of

the

utilization

of

decentralized

future reality of Metaverse.

activities. It will be a virtual environment with

The whitepaper includes the roadmap of

a wide range of entertainment opportunities,

Metarix in which you can see the development

including gaming, art, science, music, culture,

of different features on the platform.

fashion, and shopping.
A one-stop shop for varied individuals to join,
play, purchase, connect, participate, watch

When Facebook changed its name to Meta in
2021, everyone was left scratching their
brains for a while.
Blockchain technology has already ushered in
a revolution around the world. The world has
turned to blockchain and is investing and
earning through it.
The idea is going standard, and many
organizations

embrace

the

innovation.

Metaverse is the alternate virtual world that,
along

with

augmented

physical reality.

reality,

exceeds

Metaverse platform with gaming and NFT

We are committed to rendering innovative

alternatives. Users can make money, develop

contemporary solutions to our users. To do

networks, purchase and trade NFTs, virtually

so, we are coming up with a virtual theme

socialize and the sky is the limit from here.

city, a gaming and NFTs platform – Metarix.

The Metarix, a virtual social space, is a
tokenized decentralized Metaverse theme
park comprising 12 zones, 9 themes and 3
virtual properties. We want to offer enormous

Metarix will be a decentralised metaverse
theme park containing 12 zones and 9
themes. Our theme park will be a land for
Dogecoin, Shiba Inu, and Bitcoins.

and limitless opportunities for engagement
and futuristic growth of users in Metaverse.

Metarix - a tokenized, decentralized Metaverse Theme Park will have
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Metaverse will be executed via blockchain
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technology, and cryptocurrencies will play a
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significant part in its development.
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With the launch of Ethereum 2.0, analysts
such as Wallet Investor, anticipate that the
average price of Ethereum may reach about
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$8,000 by the end of 2022, $10,000 in 2023,
and more than $16,000 by 2025.

2022

In the last few years, the crypto business has
seen

tremendous

expansion.

More

institutional investors entering the market
have aided the distribution and growth of
cryptocurrencies.

2023

2024

2025

As a result, in June 2021, the total number of

With schools, colleges, and offices going

global crypto users surpassed 300 million.

online and companies all over the world

We are now expecting the international

recognizing and adopting the new culture of

mainstream acceptance of cryptocurrencies

working from home in a virtual environment;

in the coming years.

the Metaverse appears to be a step forward

According

to

businesses,

investors

and

analytics

sales of real estate in the

Metaverse surpassed $500 million last year
and are expected to more than quadruple this
year.

towards the new revolution at this time. The
3D gaming and interactive media industries
are well-established. According to analysts,
the 3D gaming consoles market will grow at a
15% CAGR from 2021 to 2026.

15%
CAGR

The next major component of blockchain
technology in the gaming business is NFTs
(Non-Fungible Tokens). Collectible

NFTs,

according to gaming experts, is an essential
element of the gaming industry's future.
NFTs enable ownership, interoperability, and
immutability. NFTs are independent and
verifiable

means to own

collectibles.

It

is

unique digital

an easy way to own

copyrights.
Blockchain networks here help create and
deploy

NFTs

within

multiple

gaming

environments. According to statistics, the
overall market value of NFTs is around $31.4
billion, accounting for 1.53 percent of the
current $2.05 trillion global market cap for
cryptocurrencies.

2021 - 2026
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Intellectual property ownership is one of
them. If the content creator is an AI, you
may
not get
intellectual
property
protection. In this case, you cannot claim
the legal rights of your work.

02

The security issues on Metaverse need
improvements. You 2 may learn more about
how the platform will use your data.

03

The ownership of digital assets is
challenging to verify. Let’s say you made
money virtually. You will need to prove that
it’s yours.

04

Lack of Ai-supported softwares to help
users in Metaverse.

01

02
DAO

Metarix token holders will also be having

(Decentralized Autonomous Organization)

governance rights, where they can exercise

mechanism and powered by its native

voting rights on the main decisions of the

Metarix token. DAO is where rules encoded as

Metarix ecosystem.

Metarix

will

be

governed

by

smart contracts execute the agreed-upon
decisions automatically. It eradicates the
chances of any fraud.
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04

ensure the functionality of the platform, also

to verify the ownership and ensure scalability

making it user-friendly.

which also functions as a Proof of stake.
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06

Advanced integrated software like SDK to

All

in

one

experiences.

place

for

all

Metaverse

Ethereum blockchain on layer 2 will be used

Providing an NFT marketplace and NFT
usage in gaming.

Meta ( form erly known as m eta)
Meta is investing $150 million to train the next generation of creators to build
immersive learning content, the company announced at the Oculus Connect
event.
Gaming and Work
Leisure Activates

Learning and Education

Future Fitness Instruments

Social Spaces

m icrosoft
Microsoft plans to invest 69 billion in the Metaverse universe. Partnering with
Activision blizzard
3D Gaming

Social Spaces

epic gam es
Epic games plan to invest $1 billion to accomplish its goals for future gaming.
3D Gaming

Decentraland
The platform’s digital Land has $20million and its cryptocurrency. Functioning
currency is MANA in the Metaverse universe
3D Virtual Platform

Social Spaces

Som m ium space
Somnium Space is a VR world on the Metaverse. The land on Somnium Space
is uneven and comes with an erc20 token called Somnium Space CUBEs. The
space is used through VR, PC, and Web, which is usable even on mobile. The
highest focus is on the VR experience.
3D Gaming

Blockchain Technology

each
will

phase, we
continue

introduce
exciting

to

more
content

for the consumWe believe layer 2 is the future of blockchain

ers. We will launch

technology and can help accelerate the mass

the alpha version

adoption

2

with five theme

solutions are helpful both in terms of scaling

parks; users will

and fee structure. Our blockchain solutions

have

will be secure and safe for the users and

them and will be

investors since they inherit the underlying

able to transact and store their digital assets.

security of the main chain, i.e., Ethereum.

They will also engage with other asset

of

cryptocurrencies.

Layer

Metarix will be a robust one-of-a-kind blockchain-based Metaverse platform due to the
unique experience it will provide. We intend to
launch the platform in multiple stages. In

access

to

creators, as well as sell and monetize their
assets on the platform. Smart contracts will
be used to handle everything on the site.
Hence people can trust the system. Metarix
tokens are only accepted for in-game currency. These are the primary utility tokens, and
users will be able to purchase and sell assets.

The Metarix platform intends to give users access to a
variety of landscapes, interactions, attractions, hubs, and
games. Furthermore, individuals may participate here
using their own avatars and share their experiences with a
large community of like-minded people. We will offer a
Game Maker that will let you develop, build, test, and
share games and other experiences with the Metarix
Metaverse. The Game Maker will be a simple tool to use.
There will be a massive library of community-developed
resources, and using the Game Maker, creators can place
characters, customize buildings, display items, and create
grand quests. Creators can utilize the SDK software to
create 3D games and NFTs directly. SDK is for designers, creators, and animators. They can
purchase assets from Metarix asset stores, load them into SDK, and create their solutions. If
implemented

properly, the functionality will encourage community growth,

collaborations, and accelerate the overall development of the Metarix platform.

increase

Within the platform, we will have an integrated asset
store and an NFT marketplace. An NFT marketplace
enhances the user experience and allows for quick
asset tokenization. Developers do not need to know
how to code; they may build a token in minutes and
integrate it into the platform immediately. Users may
sell or show their NFTs in the NFT marketplace to
monetize their talent.
NFTs are stored securely, can be sold fairly, and
provide buyers with actual ownership control. To
facilitate all transactions, smart contracts will be
utilized. Through Avatars, the NFT marketplace
will also make it much easier to network and hold
social events. An asset store will be a platform to
accommodate gaming assets, gaming characters,
and gaming accessories to help game designers to
make their creations alive in no time.

A single dex to swap tokens across Metarix blockchain smart
contracts

for

digital

marketing

and

social

media

decentralization through the governance of blockchain using
DAO and voting system to reduce transaction fees and layer 2
scalable solutions on top of Ethereum blockchain.

These will be tokenized plots of land. Users will
be able to get these digital pieces of real
estate on an open sea platform and can be
the owners. These owners, in turn, can
upgrade these plots over time using the
resources and crafting ingredients that can
be found inside the platform.

Each piece of land will be a unique, non-fungible ERC-721 token on the blockchain.
These virtual plots can be purchased using the native Metarix token of the Metaverse.
A district can be created by joining 3 or more pieces of plots.

10,000 Plots Each

Available Plot Sizes

TOTAL

5,000 Plots Each

50*50

120*120

240*240

600*600

All pieces of land surrounding major
partners or social places will be
considered premium land. These
places will experience more traffic
from users and other players.
All advertisements and billboards
placed on the premium land will be
more visible. More traffic will bring
more

engagement

and

higher

monetization potential for owners.

A park dedicated to dogs worldwide including the famous Shiba Inu from Japan. Doge
Park is a place where people can buy and sell 3D NFTs of different dogs and also
socialize with other fellow dog lovers across the globe.

A shopping venue to cater to everyone’s needs. Shiba shopping district includes
Shopping malls, watch stores, apparel boutiques, and many other stores all in a digital
lifestyle world. Enjoy your favorite meme coin in a whole new crypto metaverse world.

Are you an a esthete? Do you love art and artists? Opensea art and museum center has
a range of art NFTs that you can buy an d put on y our walls over digital screens. We also
encourage budding artists to showcase their work on the platform.

We all love games. With time, games have changed a lot and today, everyone is stuck to
their screen playing action, arcade, or racing games. So, for all the gamers out there,
we created a whole new zone dedicated to games, be it r acing, shooting, or a
one-on-one fight. Come and enter the virtual playground of th e Gala Game Zone.

You don’t need to visit Vegas now. Metarix brings the best of Vegas, Macau, and Marina
Bay into one single virtual world. Play your favourite games like poker, blackjack,
roulette, and others by sitting at your home and betting on cryptocurrencies.

Party 24*7 into the virtual world of Ripple Party City. The place hosts top DJ artists from
around the world. With Metarix, club-hopping is as e asy as a click of a button.

For all the fashionistas out there, virtual fashion is here now. Take part in virtual fashion
shows, see the latest collections from Milan and buy digital cloths directly from your
home at Sol Fashion District.

Playing slot machines is one of the most famous games played in casinos around the
world. Try your luck with these virtually real slot machines of Metarix at the Hex Game
Plaza.

Looking for premium property in the Metarix world? Look no further. Metarix has
Ethereum, Binance, and Ada Ape Islands within the platform. These islands offer high
valued digital real estate NFTs so you can live a luxurious virtual life in the Metaverse.

Business is prime for all of us. Introducing, Bitcoin Business City in Metarix. A place
where the world’s biggest companies will open their virtual headquarters. Invest in the
future of offices by investing in the Bitcoin Business City.

Looking for premium property in the Metarix world? Look no further. Metarix has
Ethereum, Binance, and Ada Ape Islands within the platform. These islands offer high
valued digital real estate NFTs so you can live a luxurious virtual life in the Metaverse.

Looking for premium property in the Metarix world? Look no further. Metarix has
Ethereum, Binance, and Ada Ape Islands within the platform. These islands offer high
valued digital real estate NFTs so you can live a luxurious virtual life in the Metaverse.

~ creati ng your masterpiece
Metarix SDK will also support several auxiliary functions and products
to improve the platform's functionality. Simultaneously, it will
improve the developer's experience.

Creators can use the Metarix SDK and Assets

The creators will be able to develop and test

store to unleash their creativity and make

their creations using the SDK, and when they

games, in-game material, characters, and

are finished, they will be able to publish their

more as blockchain developers without much

material onto their piece of land for others to

skill, utilizing publicly available software tools

enjoy. This also gives creators the possibility

and programmed codes.

to commercialize their ventures
Metaverse.

in the

Smart Contract Address: 0x55382eEEF32EB87AA27D13d7637954C344154151
As an ecosystem of the metaverse, Metarix

MTRX is developed on Binance Smart

has many advantages to tech enthusiasts,

Chain with BEP20 Standard. The reason

tech investors, influencers, and every person

behind choosing BSC is that currently it is

interested in the metaverse, blockchain, NFTs,

one of the top blockchains to be used by

and cryptocurrency. Metarix also provides

people and it has a very low gas fee. The

huge opportunities to game developers and

blockchain is widely popular and has a range

game enthusiasts.

of dapps available which is beneficial for the
growth of MTRX token.

MTRX token will be allocated to participants to help the token grow rapidly and competitively.

Total Supply

10% Staking Rewards
5% TGE, 5% unlocked monthly

10% Development
5% TGE, 5% unlocked monthly

4% Advisors
0% TGE, 2.5% unlocked monthly

17.5% Launcpads & Presale
20% TGE, 5% unlocked weekly

10% Company Reserves
0% TGE, 3% unlocked monthly

Name

Symbol

120,000,000
Tokens

120,000,000
Tokens

48,000,000
Tokens

210,000,000
Tokens

120,000,000
Tokens

Blockchain

7.5% Marketing
2.5% TGE, 2.5% unlocked monthly

20% Exchange Listing & Liquidity
5% TGE, 3% unlocked monthly

15% Team
0% TGE, 2.5% unlocked monthly

5% Reward Campaigns
3% TGE, 3% unlocked monthly

1% Tenset Partnership
Tenset Vesting Schedule

*Unsold presale tokens to be burned*

90,000,000
Tokens

240,000,000
Tokens

180,000,000
Tokens

60,000,000
Tokens

12,000,000
Tokens
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